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ABSTRACTi In executing urban shield tunnelling projects, prediction of the ground settlement caused by the
tunnel excavation poses a major engineer_ing challenge. Numerical analyses such as Finite Element Method
(FEM) is widely used as a tool for the predication. Our field of research shows that the tail void settlement
accounts for approximately 80% of the total amount of the ground settlement. Based on the tield research, we
propose an improved FEM analysis which takes into consideration the back-fill grouting process which has a
major impact on the amount .of thetail void settlement. By comparing the results of the proposed FEM analysis
to the data- obtained in the actual projects, this paper demonstrates that the proposed method improves the
accuracy of the ground settlement prediction in shield tunnelling.

l INTRODU C TIQN

As the construction of tunnels with thin cover
becomes popular in urban areas, difficulty in -dealing
with the ground settlement has come to constitute a
major problem. At the design stage of such a project,
it is mostly important to forecast the magnitude of
ground surface settlement caused by the tunnel
excavation and to evaluate its influence on the
surrounding structures and underground facilities. It
is vital that stmctural security of the surrounding
structures is ensured by selecting an appropriate
strategic construction method based on the factorsabove. 3

Major factors for the ground surface settlement
caused by tumiel excavation can be divided into two
types; one that is caused by the sinking of the ground
surface due to the release of soil stress and the other

by the consolidation of earth due to the earth
disturbance and/or the decline in ground water level.
This paper will focus on the problems of the ground
surface settlement caused by the release of soil stress
and will discuss the methods to estimate the
magnitude of ground surface settlement in such cases.

Presently, the Finite Element Method and other
procedures based on numerical analyses constitute
the main approach to forecasting the degree of
ground surface settlement. In using the Finite
Element Method, howeverh, it is imperative that an
appropriate model is 'developed taking into
consideration such factors as the force simulating
excavation, characteristics of soil structure and area
of the analysis. With an aim of promoting researches
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in the field of ground settlement forecast, this paper
will point out the problems in the conventional Finite
Element Method and will propose an improved
testing method. We believe most unreliability of FEM
is due to the unreliability of input data of the
characteristics of the ground or the unsuitable way of
setting the magnitude of released stress on boundary
of tunnel excavation. We consider this as the main
subject of this paper. We have examined what the
way of setting the boundary condition and/or the
input data is most satisfying the coherence between
calculation and measurement. In order to do this we
are needed to apply the simple model, that is the
elastic model, to reduce a number of kinds of input
data. It is important to note, however, that the new
analysis method proposed by this paper- does not
necessarily follow the exact mechanism of the actual
ground surface settlement. This stems from the fact
that the research focuses on the coherence of the
settlement values of the proposed method and the
actual surveys.

2 RESEARCH SUBJECTS

One procedure commonly employed in the
conventional Finite Element Method is the analysis
based on the stress release ratio, the ratio of the
stress “exerted on the excavation boundary in the
opposite direction to the initial underground stress to
simulate the excavation. Customarily, the stress
release ratio is calculated not based on the ground
conditions and the execution process of the



concerned project but on the experiences learned
through similar projects in the past. When the stress
release ratio is obtained in this manner, it is routinely
analyzed that the degree of ground surface settlement
with homogenous soil condition magnifies as the
cover ratio increases as shown in Fig.l. However,
measuring in real tunnelling projects has already
demonstrated that the magnitude of surface
settlement actually decreases due to arching action as
the thickness of the cover increases. This is because

the present~ FEM cannot take account of or simulate
the phenomenon of arching action to the enough
extent. In order to solve this problem, it is imperative
that release force of excavation be estimated separate
from the initial/ soil conditions.

By taking into consideration the execution process
of shield tunnel construction this paper proposes a
new method of predicting surface settlement. In
establishing a method to calculate appropriate values
of release force due to excavation, this paper first
sheds light on theback-till grouting process (which,
we think, constitutes one of the major factors for the
settlement) and then the coherence between" the
release force and the _load for the design of tunnel
linings. It then demonstrates the appropriateness of
this proposed method by comparing analyzed and
actually measured values of settlement through case
studies.

3 MECHANISM OF SURFACE SETTLEMENT

3.1 Major causes of settlement

A variety of factors impact on the ground movement
in shield tunnelling with closed face. These include
such factors as the pressure at the front face (in
slurry or EPB shield), tail void volume, and back-fill
grouting involved in the method. Fig.2 illustrates the
share of tail void settlement (i.e., settlement occurred
immediately after the shield excavation and caused by
the tail void factor) in the total surface settlement in
closed face type shield projects.

In sandy soil, approximately 90% of the total
settlement stemmed from the tail-void effect. On the

average (including cases in cohesive soil), the tail
void accounted for roughly 80% of the total
settlement. This leads to- an understanding that the
estimation of tail void settlement is quite important in
predicting the ground settlement in shield tunnel
excavation. The analysis should therefore place
emphasis on the volume of the tail void settlement.

3_2 Mechanism of settlement

The mechanism of settlement caused by the back-fill
grouting process can be divided into two stages and
can be explained as follows.
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Figure 2. Share of tail void settlement in total
settlement.

a) Immediately after back-fill _ grouting, the
grouting pressure has an effect to restrain the
deformation of tail void; settlement occurs when the

pressure is too low in relation to the ground stress. _
b) As the back-till material hardens, excess pore

water pressure raised by the grouting ‘process
gradually declines, thereby allowing the earth
pressure to have an influence on segmental linings
through the hardened back-lill material. Settlement
occurs when the tunnel is thus compressed by the
earth pressure.

Respecting such dynamics in a settlement
estimation analysis, design pressures and treatment
quality of the grouting were investigated in actual
fionstruction projects. Fig.3 displays the distribution
of injection pressure executed in real projects. The
measured injection pressures in tail void were
classified by the thickness of the covered earth
Approximate covering (hypothesized p = l9.6kN/m3)
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Figure 3. Research of grouting pressures in tail void.

as well as underground water pressure (hypothesized
water level = GL-Om) are also shown in the figure.
The injection pressure was measured by the pressure
gauge installed on the outer segmental linings.

It can be inferred from Fig.3 that, in real situations-,
the injection pressure is decided in accordance to the
thickness of soil cover when the soil being treated is
cohesive, while it is decided at a level similar to or
somewhat higher than the ground water pressure at
the tunnel-when the soil is sandy. As shown in the
figure, the injection pressure is distributed at +/
0.02~O.12MPa from the median. Assuming that the
fluctuation range of the injection pressure does not
reflect the earth and ground water pressure (which is
possibly the result of fluctuation in the pressure of
the injection pump); it can be concluded that the
deformation of the ground cannot be restrained in an
area lacking in injection pressure and thus lead to
surface settlement due to the release of stress of this
area. In other words, even if the injection pressure is
obtained at an appropriate level in relation to the
involved earth and water pressures, the occurrence of
the surface settlement caused by the release of stress
(of 0.02~O.l2MPa) cannot be avoided unless the
consistency of the injection pressure is more
constantly maintained.

It is important to appropriately select the back
filling materials which are required to possess quick
hardening and incompressible properties. The
relations between the surface settlement and the
strength as well as deforniihg characteristics of the
materials will be discussed in the case study carried
Out.
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4 PROPOSED IVHETHOD OF SETTLEIVHENT
PREDICTION

This section presents a method to analyze the surface
settlement by developing models representing the
state of ground in two consecutive stages; i.e.
immediately after back-fill grouting and after
hardening of the back-fill materials.

4.1 Method to determine equivalent release force of
excavation

As shown below, the equivalent release force of
excavation is determined in each of the two stages in
shield tunnelling process.

a) Stage I: immediately after back-fill grouting

As the back-filling materials does not harden
immediately after the grouting process, this model
assumes that the earth deformation occurs due to the

fluctuation of the injection pressure. The equivalent
release force of excavation is therefore modeled in
the following equation as the difference between the
initial earth stress and the injection pressure.

API = oo-Pb

Here, API = equivalent release force of excavation;
oo = initial earth stress; Pb = injection pressure of
back-fill grouting.

Ideally, the injection pressure of grouting in stage
one should be maintained at an optimal level by
closely observing the ground behaviour and the
progression of injection. However, even if the
injection pressure is set at an optimal level, it
fluctuates (as shown in Fig.3) in the tail void by
O_02~O.12MPa, thereby causing the release of
ground stress. In order to counteract this problem,
this paper proposes to apply the force equal to the
above fluctuation to the equivalent releaseforce on
the crown of the tunnel, and it is independent of the
thickness of the cover.

b) Stage 2: after the hardening of the materials

After the hardening of the back-fill materials, factors
of segmental linings and back-H11 materials are added
to the model. Pressure due to loosened earth or
entire weight of the cover is loaded to the segmental
linings through the back-fill materials as the
equivalent release force of excavation (AP2). The
equivalent release force of excavation employed at
this stage equals to the load used in the designing of
the involved segmental linings.



Table 1. Loading used in design of segmental linings.
Soil Thickness of the cover Loading _
Cohesive soil Regardless of C/D ratio- Entire covering earth pressure.(Total stress).
Sandy soil C/D s 1 Entire covering earth pressure and ground water pressure. - T

C/D > 1 _ Terzaghi's loosening earth pressure and ground water pressure. _

Table 2. ' Parameters of case study in stage 1.
Parameters ' _ Numbers of cases S

Diameter of tunnel excavation; D (m) 10.0 .1 case P
of segmental lining ;Ds (m) 9.8

Cover-to-diameter ratio ;' C/D 1, 2, 3, 5, 8 5 cases '
Characteristics of Soil Sandy soil model and Cohesive soil model 2 cases

(Soil characteristics is shown in Table 3.)
Buck-till grouting

Injection pressure* ,Pb (MPa) AP1= 0.02, 0.06, 0.12 3 cases
Deformation modulus ;Eb (1\/H’a) 98.0 1 case _

*Pb = oo - API (API = equivalent release force of excavation; oo = initial earth stress)

Table 3. Characteristics_ of soil used in case study by FEM. _
Soil model _ Sandy soil model ' _ Cohesive soil model
Wet density _ _ ; p (kN/m3) 18.6 18.6Cohesion ; c (kPa) 0.0 98.0
Internal frictionangle Q  (dcg) 30.0 __ O_O _
Deformation modulus ,Es (MPa) 98.0 98.0Poisson's ratio ; v _ 0.30 0.48
Coefficient of lateral pressure ; 0.76 1.00

C/D Table 1 is an example of vertical load used in the
_ 1 2 3 5 8 designing of segmental lining. Based on Table 1, this

0 » » » i » » | | model employs as an equivalent release force of
----"""' 'Q excavation; the entire earth pressure when the soil is

' 'V.-- __ cohesive or the cover-tcgldiametir ratio is nog larger2 _ /‘ _ _,-» " _ than one, or; Terzag "s eart pressure ue to
A V 'D--"' _/’ loosening plus water pressure when the soil is sandy
E ‘ '_/" and the cover-to-diameter ratio is larger than one.T5 4 -  /K5_ /'R ¢"'
§ ' 'J ' Af" 4.2 Calculation of equivalent release force ofg 6 _ /' excavation ~
§ - In order to verify that by the proposed method the
“lg 8 _ degree of surface settlement will decrease as coverU3 I to-diameter ratio increases, the test calculation treats

_ A" _ the cover-to-diameter ratio and injection pressure of
Sandy soil grouting as variables. The analysis covered thirty

10 ' -V- AP 1 0-02 MP3 kinds of variable combination shown in Table 2.
_ -0- AP1 0-05 MP8 The results calculated are presented in Fig.4.

-A- AP1 0-12 MP8 Sandy soil model and Cohesive soil model show
12 ' Cohesive Soil similarities in that the degree of surface settlement

--v-- API = 0_02 MP3 decreases concomitant with the rise of the cover-to
_ §__D__ API = Q05 MP3 diameter ratio. It concludes, therefore, that the

--A" AP1 = 0.12 MPa

Figure 4. Relationship between settlement and C/D
ratio in the calculation by the proposed FEM.
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proposed method qualitatively accommodates the
ground behaviour observed in actual shield tunnelling
projects in the past.
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Table 4. Parameters of case study in stage 2.
_ Parameters Numbers of cases

Diameter of tumiel excavation g D (m) 10.0 1 case `
of segmental lining ,Ds (m) 9_8Cover-to-diameter ratio ; C/D 3 ' 1 case _

Characteristics of Soil ' Sandy soil model 1 case
_ (Soil characteristics is shown in Table 3.)

'Buck-till grouting
Injection' pressure ;Pb (MPa) AP1= 0.06 l case
Deformation modulus ,Eb (MPa) 0_098, 0.49, 0.98, 4.90, 9.80, 98.0 _ 6 cases

Flexural rigidity .of segmentMoment of inertia ; I (m4) 0.018 1 case
Elastic modulus ;Ec (MPa) 34300

ft; 150. ” : . 4.3 Calculation of deformation modulus of back' Q, I0 Qi filling material
3+ 3 §=1dE sf*
LQ _ L( I C1 Q _ Fig.5 shows the relationship between the deformation
3 100 ____ _ _ §7_ _ 5 _'SQ _ _ _ 1 _ _ __ modulus and unconfined compressive strength of'11 _ l i I3 l ' | I'O __ | | IO O | 'E _ : lql : : _sg _ : 3h  : _
-5 50 -___ __l___|_- _ ___ _ |____ _ _' _cd _ I ‘ I O_1\/HX l`}I`o.1"S ` I Qih/ l 1 A I 2 `QQ, ' lh' | 5 I 3 '0 " | , I | i '
Q 0 _ /g/7 I 3h : I 0 : 4 _0.01 0.1_ 1 ' 10

Unconiined compressive strength qu (l\/[Pa)

Mix proportion of grouting material

No. Main Adherent Dispersing Water Setting
hardener material retarder accelerator

1 230 kg 60 kg 3.5 kg 819 I 80 I2 260 60 3.5 800 903 260 55 3.5 792 1004 300 55 4.0 778 100
Figure 5. Deformation modulus of grouting material.

Deformation modulus Eb (MPa)0.1 0.5 1 5 10 50 100
0féf _ _

5 2._ A ------- --A --------  -------i:

E _2 4 ti3 _
8LS 6_ TA-\-Stage 1 _‘5 -0- Stage 2 _

Cl) 8  -|-I-y Total
Figure 6. Relationship between settlement in stage 2
and deformation modulus of the grouting material.
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fresh. back-Hlling materials (which is plastic-based
and has instant bonding property). This relationship
was obtained through testing of compressive strength.
Numerical data in the figure represent the ages of the
materials.

Fig.5 demonstrates that the deformation modulus
of the plastic-based back-filling materials with instant
bonding property is in the range between 105qu and
210qu and roughly 7~20MPa at one hour old.

The impact of the deformation modulus of back
filling materials on the result of the proposed analysis
in stage 2 is next evaluated. The test calculation
covers the six combination of the variables in Table 4
and its result is exhibited in Fig.6.

As shown in the figure, the degree of settlement is
decreased when the defonnation' modulus is around
5MPa or larger. Meanwhile, it can be considered that
the stage 2 of the analysis can be omitted as the
calculated settlement becomes negligible when the
back-filling material has instant-bonding property and
its deformation modulus is therefore around 10Mpa
or larger.

4_4 Compatibility of the analysis and actual
settlements

In order to confirm the appropriateness of the
proposed method, a series of elastic analyses was
conducted. The degree of surface settlement
calculated through the proposed analysis and that
actually measured on site were compared in Fig.7. In
view of the inconsistency of soil conditions between
different tunnels examined, this paper attempted to
compeiiisate the discrepancy by using deformation
modulus of the ground. The equation used for this
purpose is as below.

S' = S-ES/Ep
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Figure 7. Comparison of analyzed results and
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Here, S ' = surface settlement adjusted with
deformation modulus; S = actual measurement of
surface settlement; Es = deformation modulus of the
ground shown in reference sources (Pressuremeter
test and others); Ep = deformation modulus used for
the analysis (98MPa).

From the result, when AP] (equivalent release
force) = 0.12MPa, the calculated-value is roughly at
the_upper limitlof the observed value on site; when
API = 0.02MPa, the calculated value is roughly at
the lower limit of the observed value; when API =
0.06MPa,_ the calculated value is around the average
of the observed value.

5 CONCLUSION

In order to help solve the problems with the
conventional Finite Element Method, this paper
proposed an alternative. Its advantages can be
summarized as follows.

One of the disadvantages of analyzing ground
movement with the conventional Finite Element

Method is that it has letfto an analysis with a positive
correlation between the increase in the thickness of
the cover and the increase in the degree of surface
settlement. As demonstrated in this paper, such a
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problem can be solved by designating the value of the
equivalent release force of excavation independent of
initial soil stress. The result of the proposed' analysis
is also coherent with the values actually measured_ on
site.

To reiterate, it is clear from the investigation of
past experiences that the tail-void settlement
accounts for roughly 80% of the entire volume of
surface settlement. In this regard, it is vital that an
analysis place due emphasis onthe back-till grouting
process which is closely related to the tail voidsettlement. , A

As an equivalent release force of excavation, the
analysis applies 0.02~0.l21\/[Pa (fluctuation of
injection pressure) before the hardening of the back
till materials: Terzaghi's loosening earth pressure or
entire load of the cover after the hardening of the
material. As indicated, however, the analysis after the
hardening of the material can be omitted when the
instant-bonding materials with large deformation
modulus are used as the expected settlement after the
hardening is\negligible.

While the proposed method well accommodates
the real situations, it is still limited in representing the
actual mechanism studied in tunnelling engineering. It
is therefore necessary that the analysis and data be
accumulated and utilized for the sophistication 'of
tunnelling engineering.
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